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Abstract 
This paper deals with the correspondence between macro and 
micro spatial interaction and choice models, in both a static 
and a dynamic context. 
After a review of recent literature, special attention is 
devoted to the interpretation of aggregate spatial interaction 
models (both the conventional gravity or entropy models and the 
more general theory of movement devëloped by Alonso) in the frame-
work of stochastic discrete choice analysis, in particular multi-
nomial logit models. It is demonstrated that both types of spa-
tial interaction models are in agreement with the multinomial 
logit model originating from random utility theory. In addition, 
it is shown that the Alonso model has also a correspondence with 
a nested logit model. 
In the paper special emphasis is placed on dynamic spatial inter-
action analysis. First, a dynamic entropy model formulated as an 
optimal control model is devëloped, in which also feedback effects 
from the supply side are incorporated. This leads to a generalized 
dynamic spatial interaction model, which is again in agreement with 
discrete choice theory. It is also shown that a dynamic version of 
the Alonso model can be interpreted in an analogous way. 
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1. Introduction 
Interaction analyis has become an important topic in social science 
research. Especially in spatial interaction analyis - dealing with flows of 
commodities, persons, information etc. between regions in a spatial system -
much attention has been devoted to models incorporating the push and pull 
effects as well as the distance friction effects between regions. In this 
context, the traditional gravity model has become a very popular analytical 
tooi. From the seventies onwards it has increasing been realized that 
entropy theory - originating from statistical mechanics or from information 
theory - might provide a new foundation for the use of the gravity model 
(see, for instance, Wilson, 1970, Batten, 1983, and Haynes and Fotheringham, 1984). 
In this respect two important methodological questions arose, viz. 
the macro behavioural interpretation of the entropy model (in terms of social 
utility, e.g.) and the micro behavioural basis of the (aggregate) entropy 
model (see also Reggiani, 1985). 
The first question has been dealt with in various ways in the literature. 
It has been shown that the dual specification of the entropy model (implying 
a geometrie programming model) leads to a certain (aggregate) generalized 
(non-linear) cost function to be minimized subject to some plausible con-
straints on spatial push and pull effects (see, for instance, Nijkamp, 1975, 
1979, Jefferson and Scott, 1977, and Charnes et al. 1977). Another inter-
pretation was based on a reformulation of the entropy model by showing that 
the trarsportation model of linear programming is a special limit case, so 
that the entropy approach could also be justified as a general formulation 
of a conventional linear assignment model related to activity analysis (see, 
for instance, Evans, 1973, Coelho and Wilson, 1977, and Erlander, 1977). 
The second question pertains to the correspondence between the (aggregate) 
spatial interaction model emerging from entropy theory and micro-behavioural 
utility theory (especially discrete probabilistic choice theory). 
The present paper aims at exploring the second question, viz. the extent 
to which spatial interaction models are in agreement with discrete utility 
theory (especially the multinomial logit model). Section 2 of this paper 
will give a brief overview of results from the recent literature and will 
also point out some weak elements in these results. Then section 3 will deal 
with a more general class of spatial interaction analyses based on Alonso's 
general theory of movement (see Alonso, 1978). Here also an attempt will 
be made at linking the Alonso (macro) model to a micro-behavioural basis. 
Next, the paper will address the issue of interpreting a dynamic spatial 
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interaction model (based either on entropy theory or on Alonso's general 
theory) in terms of a dynamic disaggregate choice model. It will be shown 
that indeed under certain conditions a correspondence between the macro 
and the micro dynamic spatial choice model can be found. Clearly, the correspondence 
between micro random utility models, and macro spatial interaction-analysis appears 
to hold for both static and dynamic spatial choice analysis. The structure of 
this paper is showti in figure I. 
macro micro 
static 
dynamic 
entropy theory 
> 
discrete s patial 
general theory 
of movement 
choice model 
t ê , 
> t 
optimal control model 
for entropy theorv or f } 
dynamic discrete 
spatial choice 
general theor y of movement model 
Figure 1. Typology of linkages between spatial interaction 
and discrete choice models. 
2. Relationships between Static Spatial Interaction and Logit Model: 
Discrete choice models - especially of the Multinomial Logit (MNL) type -
have in the past decade become increasingly popular in many research areas 
(marketing, transportation, migration etc.). In the area of regional and urban 
research a wide variety of applications can be found, inter alia in residential 
choice analysis, modal split analysis, route choice models, job search analysis, 
and so forth. 
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The increasing popularity of such disaggregate models of choice evokes 
also important methodological questions: What is the relationship between dis-
crete spatial choice models and (aggregate) spatial interaction (SI) models of 
the entropy (or gravity) type? Does the mathematical specification of the under-
lying utility function or the statistical properties of the error terms of a 
probabilistic discrete choice model exert a significant impact on the consis-
tency of results from aggregate or disaggregate choice models? 
In this section, a brief overview of various results in the recent 
literature will be presented. It will be demonstrated here that - despite 
the commonly accepted views on the consistency of MNL models and SI models -
some weaknesses have not yet been solved and that there are still some 
open research questions. 
Van Lierop and Nijkamp (1979) have tried to analyze the relationships and 
similarities between SI models and MNL models by using some results from in-
formation theory. It is well known that entropy models twhich may be regarded 
as the foundation of SI models) can easily be interpreted in terms of statistical 
information theory (see Batten, 1983). Assume a binary choice situation with 
p. the probability that alternative i will be chosen. Then the Standard expression 
for the entropy E is in the context of information theory: 
E = - p. In p. - (1-p.) ln(l-p.) (O 
Now the first-order derivative of (1) with respect to p. can be written as: 
|£- = - ïtK-^i-) (2) 
3p. 1-p. 
This is a Standard expression for (minus) the logit (see Theil, 1972), so that 
the logit measures - in information-theoretic terms - the sensitivity of uncer-
tainty (implied by the entropy) for a variation in the probability of choosing 
an alternative. In a more general sense, one may interpret this result as follows: 
entropy measures the probability of occurrence of a macro state of a system which 
may have a great many configurations depending on the individual events; the 
logit - being the first-order derivative of the entropy - reflects the marginal 
change in this entropy due to changes in individual choice probabilities. 
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This interpretation suggests at least a certain correspondence between (discrete) 
MNL models and (aggregate) SI models (based on entropy). 
A more rigorous analysis of relationships between MNL models and SI models 
has been provided by Coelho (1977) and Coelho and Williams (1978). These authors 
started off from the Standard expression for entropy in (either a singly or a 
doubly constrained) SI model and were able to show that the results were in agree™ 
ment with the Standard expression for an MNL model. 
The Standard expression for the doubly constrained entropy model is: 
max ui = - .1. .1, T. .(In T. . - 1) i=l j = l ijv ij 
subject to 
.1, T.. = 0 . j=l ij ï 
.1. T.. = D. 1=1 ij j 
i=l j=l c.. T.. = C 
ij iJ 
Vi 
Vj 
(3) 
with: T.. = volume of flows from i to j 
ij 
0. = aggregate volume of flows at point of origin i 
D. = aggregate volume of flows at point of destination j 
c. ^  = unit transportation costs from i to j 
ij 
= total transportation cost 
The maximization of the entropy function subject to all constraints leads to 
the following Standard solution for T. 
ij 
T. . = A. B.' 0. D. exp(-Bc. .) ij ï j i J *K ij (4) 
where the balancing factors A. and B. (guaranteeing the fulfilment of the 
additivity conditions) are defined as: 
A. = exp(-A.)/0. ï r ï ï 
B. = exp(-u.)/D. 
J * J J 
(5) 
The parameters X. u. and 3 represent the Lagrange multipliers 
associated with the constraints 0., D. and C. 
i j 
Now it can easily be derived that the share of flows from origin i to 
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any point of destination j (i.e., the probability p.. of choice from i to 
j) is equal to: 
p.. = T../0. = B-D. exp(-gc..)/I B.D. exp(-gc) (6) 
ij ij J- J J iJ J J J IJ 
This expression is a well-known Standard expression for the multinomial' logit 
model (see among others McFadden, 1974; Domencich and McFadden, 1975). Thus 
an entropy model as an aggregate representation is compatible with a logit model 
from disaggregate choice theory. The only difference here is that (6) contains 
a weighting factor reflecting the attractiveness of a point of destination j 
(see also Wegener et al., 1985). 
Various alternative derivations of similar or analogous results have been 
made in the past years. For instance, Coelho (1977) and Coelho and Wilson (1977) 
used a slightly different specification of the entropy function by including the 
cost constraint directly into the maximand, viz. 
I J 
max CD = -l/g .1. .1, T..(In T..-1+Bc. .) (7) 
i=l j=l ij ij ij _ 
In Coelho's view, objective function (7) reflects the maximization of total 
group surplus, subject to appropriate constraints; it reproduces essentially 
the dispersion inherent in individual choice in the random utility approach. 
The result is however exactly the same as (6). 
Leonardi (1985) has demonstrated the asymptotic equivalence between random 
utility theory and maximization of entropy (for both the single constrained 
and the doublé constrained spatial interaction problem), by using a slightly 
different entropy formulation: 
I J 
max w= -l/B .1, .1, T..(ln T../0.D. + Bc.) (8) 
i=l j=l ij ij i j ij' 
This formulation leads also to the same solution for p... 
Fmally, in the context of residential location, Mattsson (1983) employs an 
(aggregate) welfare-theoretic framework based on a random utility approach to 
individual utility-maximizing behaviour. Under certain conditions he was able 
to demonstrate the equivalence between an aggregate expected utility approach 
and entropy maximization. 
The latter contribution leads to the question which kind of discrete utility 
maximizing model is compatible with the entropy model. In this context, inte-
resting contributions have been made by various authors, and some of them will 
briefly be discussed here. 
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Anas (1983) starts from a stochastic utility maximization approach, based 
on individual choice behaviour. He lists the following conditions for a formal 
derivation of the MNL model from stochastic utility theory: 
- equal linear utility funct ion-s for all individuals 
- no taste variation among individual choosers 
- an additive stochastic part of the utility function, in which the error terms 
are independently and identically distributed (IID) over the population and 
for each individual according to a Gumbel distribution 
- individual utility maximization based on the choice of the most preferred 
alternative. 
Given these conditions, the derivation of the MNL model is straightforward. 
Next, Anas shows that the same specification for the MNL model can be obtained 
by maximizing an entropy function. The author then claims that information 
theory is more general than utility maximization. In our view this is a state-
ment which has to be considered with caution. First, the MNL model is only a 
very specifie case of random utility maximizing models; qther more general 
stochastic discrete choice models (like probit analysis; see Daganzo, 1979, and 
Van Lierop, 1935) are not directly compatible with entropy models.Secondly, if a 
one-to-one correspondence does exist between SI and MNL models, this also means that 
SI models are hampered by the same highly restrictive conditions as the MNL models o 
Leonardi (1985) has extended the analysis of Anas by demonstrating that -
instead of a Gumbel distribution - also any alternative probability distribution 
for the stochastic terms in a linear utility function may lead to the same MNL 
model, provided the tail of one minus the cumulative distribution function of 
the stochastic terms has asymptotically an exponential form. In addition, by 
replacing the term Sc. in equation (8) by -v. . (representing the deterministic 
part in the individual utility function, composed of the utility attached to 
j by individuals in i, corrected for transportation costs), he was able to 
demonstrate the equivalence between an MNL approach based on random utility theory 
and SI analysis. 
An alternative approach was proposed by Bröcker (1980) who used in a trade 
allocation model an individual utility function that did not only include the 
consumption x of commodity type m (m = 1,...,M), but also a spatial diversity 
m
 M 
indicator ( Z. x £n x ). This probabilistic utility framework (based on a 
m=l m m 
doubly exponentially distributed stochastic preference indicator) appears to be in 
agreement with the well-known doubly constrained SI model. 
Finally, Erlander (1980) has also established a link between expected utility 
theory and entropy theory. On the basis of individual expected utility, he was 
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able to derive a cost function to be minimized subject to some constraints in-
cluding an entropy constraint. Thus a dual specification of an entropy model 
could be shown to be in agreement with expected utility maximization. A similar 
approach was also foliowed by Boyce et al. (1983) and Fisk and Boyce (1984). Boyce 
et al. employed the concept of hierarchical dispersion constraints and were able 
to derive a nested logit function determining mode and destination choice. Fisk 
and Boyce (1984) used an entropy expression based on prior information, thus also 
introducing a modified composite cost function. 
The conclusions from this section seem to be rather straightforward: entropy 
maximization and stochastic utility maximization are not in contrast with each 
other, but are two sides of the same coin. Some caution is however needed here. 
First, stochastic utility maximization is a fairly general approach; only 
under very restrictive assumptions may the MNL model be derived. This means 
that entropy maximization is at best in agreement with a very specific class 
of discrete probabilistic choice models. Alternative and more general models 
(like Probit, Tobit or Dogit models) - which also arise from stochastic utility 
maximization - are not necessarily in agreement with entropy maximization. 
Alternatively, starting from a general stochastic utility approach does not 
imply that one ends up with an SI model of the Standard gravity type. 
An additional complication is that various discrete choice models are 
hampered by severe implicit restrictions, such as the independence of irrelevant 
alternatives (IIA) axiom. This also implies that the Standard SI model is 
suffering from the same shortcomings, in as far as this model is based on an 
MNL approach. It may be added that, in order to circumnavigate the IIA problem, 
one uses in practical research often a binary choice situation (see also van 
Lierop and Nijkamp, 1982, and Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1981). Then one may apply 
a binary MNL model sequential.ly in case of multiple alternatives, but this is 
evidently a fairly time-consuming and theoretically less elegant choice analysis. 
In this context, the nested logit formulations given by Boyce et al. (1983) and 
Fisk and Boyce (1984) are highly interesting. 
The consistency problem is caused by the approach adopted by almost all 
authors. They start from the entropy model and demonstrate that the result of 
entropy maximization may lead to a logit formulation which is compatible with 
the MNL model from stochastic utility maximization. So far however, attempts 
to start with a specific type of discrete choice model (a probit model, e.g.) 
and to derive the aggregate SI pattern that is consistent with the underlying 
individual choice model have not been successful due to the mathematical and 
statistical complexities involved. In this context, it may be worthwile to 
pay attention to a general theory of movement developed by Alonso (1978), which 
may lead to a general class of SI models encompassing the gravity-type model 
as a special case. This will be the subject of section 3. 
3. Alonso's General Theory of Movement and Discrete Ghoice Theory 
Alonso (1978) has developed a general theory of movement which provides a 
comprehensive framework for a broad class of SI models (including unconstrained, 
singly (production or attraction) constrained and doubly constrained interaction 
models as special cases). His approach has two interesting features, viz. (a) 
a simultaneous and consistent treatment of origin-destination flows and of total 
in- and outflows in each place, and (b) the inclusion of variables and parameters 
indicating the impact of the spatial system as a whole on place-to-place flows. 
Thus the flows T.. from i to j are not only determined by push variables in 
i and pull variables in j, but also by the attributes of alternative origins 
and destinations. All these considerations lead to an appealing general frame-
work for SI analysis. 
The Alonso model has been further interpreted and extended among others by 
Anselin and Isard (1979), Hua (1980), Ledent (1980, 1981), Wilson (1980), and 
Nijkamp and Poot (1985), but its essence has remained the same. Here a brief 
presentation of the main characteristics of the Alonso model will be given, using 
the notation from section 2. 
First, the total flows out of each region of origin i are proportional to • 
the unfavourable characteristics of region i (denoted by the repulsion factor 
V.)and depend also on the relative attractiveness exerted by the rest of the 
system as seen from i (denoted by the pull-in factor W.) with a rate of 
response a., i.e., 
.1. T.. = 0 . 
J=l il i 
= V. W. 1 Vi (9) 
Similarly, we may assume that flows towards the region of destination j depend 
on the intrinsic attractive features of j (denoted by the attraction factor Y.) 
and are also dependent on the relative unattractiveness of the rest of the 
system as seen from j (denoted by the push-out factor Z.) with a response rate 
e., i.e., 
J 
I 
.1, T.. = D. 
i=l iJ J 
e . 
= Y. Z. J Vj (10) 
J J 
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It should be noted that - in contrast to the Standard entropy model - Ch and 
D. are not necessarily known in advance. 
Next, one may define a (standardized) repulsion factor Of related to the 
push-out effects of region i as: 
0. = — 
i W. 
0. 
_i_ 
J. 
1 a. 
V. W. L 
i 1 
W. 
1 
a.-l 
= V. W. X (1 
1 X 
Analogously, one may define a (standardized) attraction factor D. related to 
the total pull effects of j as: 
* D 
D. = -i 
Y. Z. 
= _J J 
Z. 
J 
e. 
J 
e
.-l 
J J 
= Y. Z. J (1 
Next, one may also define a general distance friction function F., reflecting 
the ease of movement between i and j. This function may have the Standard 
exponential form from SI models, but this is not necessary. Furthermore, F.. 
is not necessarily symmetrie. 
Following now the basic principle from SI analysis that flows from i to 
j depend on origin and destination characteristics as well as on the distance 
friction, one may specify the following relationship for T. 
ij 
* * 
T.. = 0 . D. F.. 
ij i- J IJ 
a.-l e.-l 
f.1. Z.J 
I J l J IJ 
= V. Y. W  F. . (1 
In order to ensure consistency between (13) on the one hand and (9) and (10) 
on the other, it is clear that the following conditions have to be fulfilled: 
a.-l J e.-l 
0. = V. W.1 .1, Y. Z.J F. . (1 
i i i J=l J J ij 
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£ .• -1 I 
D. 
J 
= Y. 
J J i£i 
V. 
1 
Now it is easily seen that: 
J e.-l 
W. 
1 • j S . Y. J Z.
J 
J 
F. . 
IJ 
and I ct.-l 
z. 
J 
= iil V. 1 w.
1 
1 
F. . 
ij 
and: ,
 T , 
a.-l 
tf.1 F.. (15) 
i ij 
(16) 
(17) 
Alonso's model, based on a general theory of movement, appears to lead to 
a general type of SI model. Now the question arises whether this model can be , 
made consistent with an entropy model in a more general context. In Annex A it 
has been demonstrated that indeed a more general version of the conventional entropy 
model leads to the same results as the Alonso model. 
Consequently, the Alonso model is able to generate a wide variety of alter-
native specific SI models (see Wilson, 1980). An unconstrained SI model is 
generated, if a. = 1, Vi, and e. = 1, Vj. A production-constrained SI model 
arises, if a. = 0, Vi, and e. = 1, Vj, while an attraction-constrained model 
arises, if a. = 1, Vi, and e. = 0, Vj. Finally, a doubly constrained SI model 
is attained, if a. = 0, Vi, and e. = 0 , Vj. It is also evident that by using 
alternative values of a. (a. > 0) and e. (e. > 0) a broad class of SI models 
i i - J J -
which are not covered by the conventional entropy approach may emerge. Further-
more, mixed values of a. and e. may be used, as it has not been assumed that 
a. = a, Vi, and e. = e, Vj, so that the Alonso model offers indeed a general 
and flexible framework for SI analysis. 
The Alonso model has been applied in various cases (see among others Anselin, 
1982, Fisch, 1981, Nijkamp and Poot, 1985, Poot, 1984, Porell, 1982, Porell and 
Hua, 1981, and Tabuchi, 1984). 
The question to be dealt with now is whether the Alonso model is also con-
sistent with discrete choice theory, particularly with an MNL approach. The 
question can be analyzed by writing p.., the probability that a trip starting 
in i will end up in j, as follows (see (6)): 
T. . 
ij 
pij " ê T J
 i 
s.-l 
F. . 
ij 
Y. Z.J  
J e.-l 
.1, Y. Z.J F.. 
J=l J J ij 
(18) 
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This model is evidently a logit expression, though it is more general than the 
one described in (6). In case of a production-constrained model (with e. = 1), 
it is clear that we obtain an expression analogous to (6), which is equivalent 
to an MNL model. In all other cases, a more general logit model arises, as can 
easily be seen by substituting (12) into (18), i.e., 
D. ZT1 F.. 
p.. = J_J ü _ (19) 
.1, D. Z. F.. 
J = 1 J J i-J 
where Z. may be interpreted as a general balancing factor related to the 
accessibility to i. If F., would be a Standard exponential distance decay 
ij 
function, then (19) would be an MNL model that is directly related to a Standard 
stochastic discrete choice model based on a linear utility function (including 
a linear trip cost component) and all other assumptions mentioned in section 2. 
However, if F., has a different (i.e., non-exponential) form, the underlying 
utility function from stochastic choice analysis might have a non-linear cost 
component (see also Diappi and Reggiani, 1985). 
Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that the Alonso model can be related 
to a nested logit model (see for a formal derivation Annex B). This has the important 
implication that the Alonso model does not suffer from the restrictive IIA-axiom 
which is hampering the application of the conventional MNL model. 
In conclusion, Alonso's general theory of movement offers two important 
extensions compared to the results discussed in section 2. In the first place, 
the Alonso model can be shown to emerge from a more general type of entropy 
model, and hence leads to a more general type of SI model. And secondly, the 
Alonso model is also in harmony with a general class of disaggregate choice 
models, so that this model is (implicitly) based on more general spatial inter-
action principles, Especially the consistency between the Alonso model and the nested 
logit model is important in this context. 
4. Dynamic Spatial Interaction Models 
In the past years increasing attention has been devoted to dynamic spatial 
systems (see e.g. Griffith and Lea, 1983 and Kahn, 1981). This is also reflected 
in the analysis of SI systems (see Williams and Wilson, 1980), inter alia by using 
Markov transition probabilities between different states of a spatial system 
(cf. Byler and Gale, 1978). 
Various types of dynamic analysis of SI systems may be used, Examples are: 
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. Au analysis of the demand side of SI behaviour, inter alia by using a dynamic 
entropy specification (for example, the dynamic shopping model developed by Coelho, 
1977). This is an interesting approach, but it is easily seen that such straight-
forward extensions do not drastically affect the structure of SI models. Adjusted 
methods, based on Baysesian approaches to multiperiod entropy formulations, have 
been put forward,among others by Batty and March (1976). A more general approach 
based on Gokhale and Kullback's minimum information discrimination was developed 
by Kaynes and Phillips (1982), who were also able to establish a link with 
individual choice behaviour. 
An interesting approach may emerge, if the decisions of individuals lead to 
congestion effects, so that in a next period the flows from i to j are effect-
ed by capacity constraints (see, for instance, Batten and Boyce, 1986, and Boyce and 
Southworth, 1979). This might be taken into account by replacing the constant unit 
transportation costs c. by a function including the volume of flows T. . or the cat>a-
i.l ij 
city of the road network. If we replace the term 
T 
.1, .1, c.. T.. 
i=l j=l ij IJ 
1
 J 'S3 by the term .X. .1, f c..(z)dz, we have to solve the following i=l j=l JQ ij s 
adjusted entropy model: 
I J 
max ü) = - .1, .X, T..(£n T..-1) 
i=l J=l ij ij 
subject to 
J 
.1, T.. = 0 . 
j=l ij ï 
.1, T.. = D. 
i=l ij j 1 J
 Tü 
.z, . i . ; 1 J 1=1 j = i J 
Vi 
Vj 
c. . 
ij 
(z)dz = C 
(20) 
The solution to this entropy model can be found in Annex C. 
An analysis of the supply side of SI behaviour by linking the supply side to 
user behaviour. A wide variety of interesting dynamic models have been 
generated in this context (see Lombardo and Rabino, 1983, Wilson, 1981, e.g.). 
This may lead to the design of interesting differential equations based on (4) 
An example is the following dynamic model: 
-Bc.. -pc.. 
W. = e[Z Q.(W. e 1 J/IW a
 e
 1J) -
 K. W.1' 
J i x J J J J (21) 
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where W. is the value of an endogenous variable in area j ( W. is its time 
J J 
derivative, i.e., the velocity of change); Q. is the value of an exogenous vari-
able in area i (population, e.g.); c . is the transport cost from i to j, 
while K., a, (B, £ are relevant parameters. 
Model (21) comprises, of course, the equilibrium conditions given by: 
-ge. . -3c. . 
Z Q. (W? e 1J/Z W.a e 1 J) = K.W. (22) 
i i J j J J J 
Since equations (22) are non-linear, it is clear that interesting bifureation 
patterns may emerge, when the parameters <x and 8 vary. Particular specifications 
of such dynamic models including attraction forces of retail facilities in a spatiai 
system are (see Allen et al., 1978, and Wilson, 1981): 
J 
W. = eW.[D (F./-,I, F..)-W.] (23) 
J J J J "•! J J 
where W. represents the scale of retail facilities in area i, F. an attraction 
J - J 
variable (population, e.g.), D the total demand for a certain service, and 
DF./.tZ F., (= D.) the part of total demand attracted to zone i. 
J J =1 J' _ J _ 
Other dynamic models based on structural changes in space and time can be 
found among others in Allen et al. (1978), Clarke and Wilson (1983) and Dejon (1983), 
who studied also the equilibrium conditions of the pertaining spatiai system. 
Models of the type described above may exhibit various kinds of dynamic behaviour 
including catastrophic behaviour and befurcations (For a review on such models 
see also Rabino, 1985, Birkin and Wilson, 1985). A specifie application based 
on ecological dynamics of the Volterra-Lotka model, put in the framework of a 
dogit model, can be found in Sonis (1984). 
An integration of supply and denand in SI models. In this context only a few 
attempts have been made, (see e.g. Leonardi, 1983 ), mainly because this leads 
to fairly complex dynamic systems. To demonstrate the difficulties involved, we 
will employ here a simple dynamic entropy model which incorporates feedback effects 
from the supply side via an adjustment of 0.. 
Having briefly reviewed some earlier attempts in the field of dynamic SI 
modelling, we will here present an optimal control version of a dynamic 
entropy model. We will again assume a transportation system in which all 
variables T.. are time-dependent. The T.. variables will be regarded as 
ij ij _ 
control variables in the Pontryagin sense. In this case, the question has to 
be raised which other variables which are normally given in the conventional 
static entropy model are time-dependent state variables. In our view, it is 
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plausible to regard the 0. variables as such state variables, as their evo-
lution may be dependent on net population growth. The reason is, that a rise 
in population may generate more transportation, so that the total push-out 
effects from origin i may be a linear function of the population size in i, 
denoted by P.. Consequently, we obtain: 
0. = 6. P. (24) 
ï 1 1 
or: 
5. = 6. P. (25) 
ï 1 1 
where a dot represents a time rate of growth of the variable concerned. 
Population in place i may change due to a natural increase and a net 
inmigration M.. The rate of change in population is then equal to: 
P. = p. + M. (26) 
l i l 
where we have assumed for the sake of simplicity (but without loss of generality) 
a linear time-dependent growth curve, which leads to a constant population 
growth factor p.. Net inmigration is regarded here in a simple way as the 
result of net residential push and pull effects of place i. It is assumed 
here that a high net transportation inflow into the city reflects a high 
attractiveness and will generate a demand for housing, soi that after some time the 
time rate of net inmigration growth is increasing due to the urban pull-in 
effects reflected by the net transportation inflows, i.e., 
J J. 
M. = Y-(-£, T.. - .1. T..) (27) 
ï 'ï j=l ji j=l ij' 
Clearly, congestion effects - in the sense of negative attraction effects -
might also be taken into account, for instance, by making y. a decreasing 
function of the net transportation flows. 
By substituting next (27) and (26) into (25) one obtains the following 
result: 
J J 
Ó. = ó.p. + ö.y. (.1, T.. - .1, T..) ï 1 1 ï'i j=l ji j=l ij y 
= &iPi + 6iYi (D£ - 0£) (28) 
together we obtain the following adjusted optimal control entropy model: 
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T I J 
max Ü) = ƒ - . 1 , . 1 , T. . ( I n T. . - 1) d t 
O 1 = 1 J = 1 iJ iJ 
Vi 
Vj 
(29) 
> 
subject to 
.E, T.. = 0 . 
J = l IJ 3-
. £ . T . . = D. 1=1 i j j 
I J 
. i , .n, c . . T . . = c 1=1 J=l 11 IJ 
Q. = ó . p . + ö . y . ( . 1 , T . . - . 1 . T . . ) 1 i * i ï ' i J = l j i j = l i j 
Two remarks are in order here. First, it might be more in agreement with dynamic 
economie theory to include a discount factor in the integrand of the entropy 
function, but this would not fundamentally change the results. Secondly, it 
might also in principle be possible to include a similar relationship for D., 
though this is less plausible than for 0.. If D. is not regarded as fixed 
i j 
and if no dynamic relationship for 0. would be included, one would of course end up with a 
production-constrained SI model. 
The d erivation of the SI model associated with (29) is somewhat tedious and 
can be found in Annex D. The final result appears to be: 
T.. = A. B. 0. D. exp(-8c..) 
ij i J i J ij 
* * 
where the generalized balancing factors A. and B. are defined in Annex D. 
Consequently, the final result is again an SI model which can be linked to 
discrete choice theory based on a (general) MNL model (see for further details 
Annex D.). 
(30) 
If the same approach is applied to the Alonso model discussed in section 3, 
it is clear that no drastic changes will occur. A dynamic equation for 0. 
(see (11) can be introduced in an analogous way. In this case, we will, of course, 
again obtain a more general model of which expression (30) is a particular case 
(see for full details Annex E). The consequences for the model results may again 
be calculated by means of simulation experiments (see Nijkamp and Poot, 1985). 
The main difference with the previous approach is that the Alonso model is not 
explicitly based on an optimal control model for'a generalized entropy function, 
so that, in dealing with the dynamic behaviour of this system by means of simulation 
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experiments, there is less need to worry about the choice of control and state 
variables or about complicated necessary conditions for an optimum evolution of 
the spatial system concerned. In this respect, the Alonso model is easier to 
deal with. 
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Annex A. Correspondence between the Alonso Model and a General Entropy Model  
In this Annex it will be shown that Alonso's general theory of movement is in 
agreement with a generalized entropy model (see also Poot, 1984). Assume the following 
entropy-maximizing model: 
I J 
max Ü) = - .1. .1, T..(£nT..-l) 
1=1 J=l ij ij 
subject to 
J a-
.1, T.. = 0. - V.W.1 j = l ij i 1 1 
I £i 
.Z, T.. = D. = Y.Z.J 
i=1 ij J J J 
I J 
.1, .1, c.. T.. = C , 
1=1 j = l ij ij 
where relationships (9) and (10) have been substituted into the conventional 
entropy model. 
Then it can be shown in a straightforward way that the solution of (Al) is: 
> 
(Al) 
a. -1 e . -1 
T.. = V. Y. W.1 Z.J exp(-Bc) 
ij i J i J ij 
This result can be proven by differentiating the Lagrangean expression L for 
(Al) as: 
3T 
-rzF- = ~ln T. . - X. - u. - B c . = 0 , 
8Ti^ ij ï j ij 
(A2) 
(A3) 
so that: 
T.. = exp (- \. - p. - 3c..) ij v ï *j ij y (A4) 
In addition, the following conditions hold: 
J a- J 
.1, T.. = V.W.1 = exp (-X.) .1, exp (-p. -Bc.) j=l ij i l F x' j=l v Hj M ij' (A5) 
and: 
.1, T.. = Y.Z.J = exp (-p.) .1, exp (-A. - B c ) 
1=1 ij j j v y i=l v ï ij' (A6) 
so that: 
a j 
exp (-Ai) = M±Mi {Ijexp (-p.. - 3c£j)} (A7) 
and 
exp (-Uj) = YjZ^ {._!, exp (-A._ - B c ) } -1 (A8) 
By writing now: 
and 
we obtain: 
and 
.1, exp (-u. - Bc .) = W. (A9) 
.1, exp (-X. - Bc.) = Z. , (AIO) 
1=1 1 ij J 
a.-l 
W.1 = exp (-X.)/V. (A11) 
e.-l 
Z.J - exp (-u.)/Y. (Al2) 
Substitution of (All)- (A12) into (A4) yields to the final result for the flows 
T... presented in (A2). Q.E.D. 
Consequently, in the Alonso model the expressions for the Lagrange multi-
pliers X. and u. are different from those in the Standard entropy model, 
which is of course caused by the differences in the corresponding constraints. 
It is also easily seen that by using equations (A9) - (Al2), we obtain the following 
result for W. and Z.: 
i J 
J £•-! 
W. = .E, Y.Z.J exp (-ge.) (Al3' 
i J = 1 J J iJ 
and: 
X a.-l 
Z. = .E. V.W.1 exp (-Bc.) (A14) 
J 1=1 i i ij 
The latter two expressions correspond to equations (16) and (17) in section 3. 
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Annex B. Interpretation of Alonso's Model as a Nested Logit Model Connected with 
a Multiple-Choice Entropy Function 
In this Annex we will demonstrate that by applying the Concept of a nested logit 
model to a multiple-choice entropy function, one finds a result that is compatible 
with the Alonso model. 
The conventional nested logit model is based on conditional discrete choice 
probabilities (see Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1979). It is well-known that the formulation 
of a nested logit model based on macro assumptions regarding spatial interactions 
can be written as follows (see Reggiani, 1985): 
-ge. . -yc-i 
n ij n jk D. e J II e 
P-M = o , (BI) 
ijk -3c. -yc. 
Z (D. e J I R. e J K) j J k k 
where p.. indicates the conditional probability of a trip from region i to 
sub-region k in region j (conditional to the choice for region j); R, re-
presents the value of an attractiveness indicator (facilities, e.g.) in destination 
k in region j; c, is the travel cost to k once region j has been reached. 
Jk 
and y is an appropriate distance friction parameter (comparable with 3). It 
has to be noted- that k may also be interpreted as a third region, so that then 
trip behaviour can be analyzed from region i to k via j. 
If we consider the previous nested choice situation in the context of entropy 
maximization, we have to start from a multiple-choice entropy function that takes 
into account the prior information on the attractors D. and R.... The entropy 
function for a nested-choice situation is: 
cp ! \i~ 1 . . , , ) . _ , 
E
 l i k T ' CT-T T1" * T ' CT-T ^T T7* " "** = fï T r~ ' 
IJK l . 1 ] r U LlU>' ^ n ^ 1 1111 i 1 1 2 ; * i j k i j k ' 
or by taking logarithms: 
w = Zn E = £nT! - Z (T. ., £n T. ., - T. ., ) , (B3) 
ijk ijk ijk ijk7 
where we have used Stirling's approximation InTl = TünT-T for treating the fact-
orial terms. By assuming for the sake of simplicity (but without loss of generality) 
a production-constrained model and by introducing the prior information D.R, , 
we arrive at the following entropy function: 
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max w = - I I I T. ., (£n f^- - 1) 
i j k ijk V-\ 
s. t. 
a. 
ZET.., = 0. = V. W. 
j k ijk x i i 
E Z Z T. ., (c. . + uc, ) = C 
i j k ^ k 1J Jk 
> (B4) 
where (c.. + uc, ) is a composite cost expression for a nested choice decision 
(with 0 < u < 1). The Lagrangian is: 
i 
•ijk 
v ^ . . . . , _ n ü - 1) + I X.(0. - I Z T... ) + j k ijk D ^ i i i j_
 k ijk (B5) 
so that: 
+ 6 [ C
" i j k T i J k ( C ü + U V ] ' 
_ ^ = - £ n ( ^ ) - X. - 3c - y c - 0 , 
ijk j k 
(B6) 
where y is defined as Bu. Thus: 
T. 
DTRT" e x p ( " Ai " S c i j " V j k J J 
o r : 
(B7) 
T. ... = D. R, exp(- X. - 3 c . - y c , ) 
ijk j Tc F V ï M ij - v ' ' j k ' (B8) 
If we int roducé the a d d i t i v i t y cond i t ion : 
Z Z T. ., = 0. = V. W. j k ijk i i i exp(-X.) Z Z D. R, e x p ( - 3 c . - yc-, ) , i j k J K ! J J K (B.9) 
we arrive at the following result: 
T. ijk Dj exp(-8c..) Rk exp(-ycjk) 
ijk a. Z [D. exp(-3c.) Z R exp(-yc. )] 
V.W J J J k 2 
1 i 
(B10) 
This result is similar to (BI), so that the macro Alonso model is in agreement with 
a discrete nested logit model, where use is made of a multiple-choice entropy functioi 
Having achieved this result, we may now write: 
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D. 
J 
exp(-6cij) I Rk exp(-yc.k) 
T.. = I T... = O., ^ -r^ , . J * "• ,—-^rr (Bil) 
ij k xJk x Z [Dj exp(-3ci^) Z R ^ exp(-yCjk)J 
By defining: 
R. = Z R, e J . (B12) 
1 V K 
one obtains: 
-pc. . 
D.R. e 1J 
T.. = 0.. —i-J—;—5 (B13) ij 1 -pc.. 
Z D.R. 
j J J 
Z D.R. e 1J 
or: -ge. . 
D.R. e LJ 
Pij - ^ -ge. (B14) 
Z D.R. e 1J 
J J J 
Expression (B14) is analogous to expression (19), if we sukstitute R. for 
-1 . . . . . . -1 J . . . 
Z. . This xs in agreement with our mterpretation of Z. as an accessibility 
variable. In fact, R. is the classical fonnulation representing the accessibility 
of destination j with respect to all destinations k (see also Ben-Akiya and 
Lerman, 1979; Wilson, 1982). 
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A n n e x C . S o l u t i o n t o a n E n t r o p y M o d e l w i t h N o n - l i n e a r C o s t C o n s t r a i n t s 
I n t h i s s e c t i o n t h e f o l l o w i n g e n t r o p y model w i t h a n o n - l i n e a r c o s t c o n s t r a i n t 
w i l l be d e a l t w i t h ( s e e ( 2 0 ) ) : 
I J 
max Ü) = - . 1 , . 1 , T. . (£n T. . - 1) i = l j = l i j i j 
s u b j e c t t o 
J 
. 1 , T . . = 0 . 
I 
. 1 . T . . = D. 
1=1 i j j 
J T - • 
.E J 1 J c . . ( z ) dz = C I il . i=, 0 i j 
> 
( C l ) 
The latter problem can also be interpreted as a combined trip distribution-trip 
assignment problem (see for an interesting historical review Boyce, 1984, as 
well as Berechman, 1981, and Florian, 1983)., Various operational solution 
techniques for this model have been developed, such as the Frank-Wolfe approach, 
Evans' algorithm, the diagonalization method etc. (see, among others, Evans, 1976s 
Florian and Nguyen, 1978, and Los and Nguyen, 1983). 
The analytical solution to (Cl) can be derived by differentiating the 
Lagrangean expression L: 
I J 
L = - . 1 , . 1 , T . . ( i n T . . 
1=1 j = l i j i j 1) + . 1 , X . ( 0 . 1=1 i l • I , T . . ) + J = l IJ 
jÉi VDJ - j i V + e<c - j , j i 
T. 
J"1J c . . ( z ) d z ) 
0 i j 
(C2) 
The optimality conditions are: 
3L 
3T. . 
i j 
= - 2,n T . . - B c . ( T . . ) - X. - y . = 0 
i j i J i J i J (C3) 
I f we now assume t h e f o l l o w i n g n o n - l i n e a r a p p r o x i m a t i o n f o r c . . ( T . . ) : 
c . . ( T . . ) = n + 9 £n T . . 
i j 3-J IJ ( C 4 ) 
(C3) can be written as follows: 
so that: 
- Zn T.. -
ij 
ij 
T. 
ij 
B6 
X,n T. . - Bn u - o 
exp (-Bn) exp (-X^ ) exp (-u.) 
(C5) 
(C6) 
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By substituting next: 
and 
exp (-Xi) = Ai Oi (C7) 
exp (-Vj) = Bj Dj (C8) 
into (C6), we obtain: 
-66 
T.. = T.. exp (-3n) A. 0. B. D. (C9) 
ij ij • i i J J 
This is an adjusted expression for the Standard solution of a conventional entropy 
model and can also be written as: 
_J 
T.. = {exp (-fin) A. 0. B. D.} 1 + 6 9 (CIO) 
ij i i J J 
Clearly, alternative specifications for (C4) can also be used, for instance, 
an exponential expression. 
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Annex D D e r i v a t i o n of a n S I M o d e l B a s e d o n a D y n a m i c E n t r o p y A p p r o a c h 
The g e n e r a l o p t i m a l c o n t r o l e n t r o p y model t o be s o l v e d h e r e i s found i n 
( 2 9 ) . Th i s i s a p p a r e n t l y a bounded o p t i m a l c o n t r o l model ( s e e for ins tance M i l l e r , 1979$^ 
Kamien and S c h w a r t z , 1980, and Tan and B e n n e t t , 1984)Jso t h a t b o t h t h e H a m i l t o n i a n 
and t h e L a g r a n g i a n f u n c t i o n have t o be u sed f o r t h e d e r i v a t i o n of t h e o p t i m a l 
c o n t r o l v a r i a b l e s T . . and t h e o p t i m a l s t a t e v a r i a b l e s 0 . . 
i j i 
The H a m i l t o n i a n H i s e q u a l t o : 
H ( T . . , 0 . , t ) = 
I J I 
. 1 , . 1 , T . . ( A n T . . - 1) + . 1 . ¥ . Ó . , (Dl) 
while the Lagrangian L is equal to: 
L ( T i j 5 0 £ , t ) H ( T . . , 0 . , t ) 
I J 
+ . 1 . A . ( 0 . - . 1 . T . . ) 1=1 1 1 j = i i j 
J I 
+ . 1 . ü . ( D . - . 1 . T . . ) j = l j j 1=1 i j y 
I J 
+ g(C - . 1 , . 1 . c . T. . ) i = l j = l i j i j 
> 
(D2) 
Now the necessary (first-order) conditions are: 
-Ü-- 0 
3T.. 
ij 
30. 
1 
-II =ó. 
3*. i 
Vi,j 
Vi 
Vi 
> 
(D3) 
The second-order conditions are also satisfied, as: 
* ( *L). - ^  <
 0 3T.. V3T 
ij IJ T. . ij 
(D4) 
Now it can be demonstrated after some mathematical manipulations that: 
x4^~ - - i n l . . - A. - u. - 6c. . - S.y.V. + ó.y-H'. = 0 3T£. ij 1 *J ij ï'i i j'j J 
(D5) 
or: 
T.. = exp(- X. - &.y.V.) . exp(- u . - B c . + ö.y.4'.) 
ij F i l i l J iJ J J J (D6) 
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or: 
|3c. + S.y,*,), 
.1,1. . = 0. - exp(- X. - tfXJfr «p(- U . " Sc. .
 + « .Yjïj (D7) 
so that: 
T. . 
_ ij _ 
.. - - L - ez P(-u.-Bc. j +« j Y j ¥ j)/ jZ 1 eXp(-p.-6c..+6.Y.,.) (D8) 
The latter expression is again a logit model, but it has a more general form than 
the Standard MNL model emerging from the conventional stochastic discrete choice 
theory. This implies that our dynamic SI model is equivalent to a more comprehensive 
disaggregate stochastic utility model. 
By defining now: 
\ 
exp(-X.)/0. = A. 1 1 ï 
exp(-y.)/D. = B. 
exp(S,Y.f.) = G. 
J J J J 
> (09) 
we may write p.. as follows: 
ij 
T.. J 
p. . = - ^ = B.D.G. exp (- ge. . ) / .Z, B.D.G. exp (-FiJ ° i j j j F ij J=l J J J i e . ) ij 
(310) 
If we compare (DlO)with (6), it is easily seen that (D10)includes an additional 
weighting factor G. caused by the attraction factor (in terms of a dynamic 
accessibility ¥.) associated with each place of destination j. 
The expression for T.. is obviously also more general than the one 
presented in (4). It can also be demonstrated that in our case the following 
result arises: 
T.. = A.GT'O.B.D.G. exp (-Sc.) 
ij i i i J J J ij 
(Dl 1) 
By defining the following balancing factors: 
* -1 
A. « A.G. 
ï i l (Dl 2) 
and 
B. = B.G., 
J J J (Dl 3) 
it is easily seen that these factors are equal to: 
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and 
A. = {.I. B.D. exp (- Bc..)}"1 (D14) 
i J=l J J IJ 
B. - {.I, A.0. exp (- Bc.)}"1 (Dl5) 
J ï i i i ij 
Consequently, the final result of our dynamic entropy model leads to a generalized 
SI model. 
After the discussion of the optimality conditions for the control variables, 
we have to analyze also the conditions for the state and co-state variables, as 
it is clear that the optimal control solution for T.. still contains the 
ij 
(as yet unknown) state variables 0.. This is the next step of the analysis. 
The optimality conditions for the state variables are: 
§£- = - *. 0)16) 
ï 
or: I 
3{- .1 . .L. T..(«,n T.. - 1) +.ZV.0.} 
1=1 j = l ij ij i=l 1 1
 = _ ^ 
3 0. 
1 
(D17) 
By substituting next (Dll) and (28) into (ÏM7), we have to use some tedious 
mathematical operations in order to arrive at a result for the state and co-state 
variables. For the sake of simplicity, we will only give the result here for 
the state and co-state variables in the unconstrained SI model: 
-{ jI ]G i 1D jG. exp^Bc.j) ftnO^ D jG j exp(-Bc. j)}-*.. 6 ^ = " ^ (D18) 
J 
¥. - ¥ . 6 . Y - ~ .1,(T../0.)£n T.. = 0 
i ï ï'i j=l ij' ï' ij 
The result cannot be elaborated in an analytical sense, as is the usual 
situation in SI models. However, it can be solved in a recursive numerical 
way. One may expect that the final result is unique, as we are dealing with 
a concave programming model subject to linear constraints. 
CD 19) 
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Annex E. An Optimal Control for the Alonso Model 
In the light of Annex D, it is clear that in the case of Alonso's model 
he expressions for the marginals 0. ai 
(10)). Thus the result analogous to (D.8) is : 
only t and D. will change (see (9) and 
T. . 
p. . = il_ = exp(- y. - Bc. . + Ó.Y.Y.)/! exp(- u. - Bc. . + ö.y.W.) (El) 
ij o. K' Hj ij J'J j " \ VK *j xj j'j J 
V.W. X 
1 ï 
By d e f i n i n g now ( s e e e x p r e s s i o n s ( A l l ) , (Al2) and (D9)) 
a . - l 
e x p ( - A . ) /V . = W. 
ï ï 
ex P ( - M . ) / Y . - z / j ' 
e x p ( 5 l Y . ¥ . ) = G. 
3 3 ] J 
> 
(E2) 
we may w r i t e p . . a s f o l l o w s : 
i j 
e . - l 
) . . = ^ — = Y . Z . J G. e x p ( - Bc. . ) / E Y.Z. J G. e x p ( - B c . ) 
i j «. j 2 J IJ j J J J i-J V.W. 
1 1 
(E3) 
Expression (E3) is analogous to (18) with the only difference that (E3) 
contains the usual attraction factor G.„ Therefore: 
J 
a.-l e.-l 
T.. = V.W. L G. Y.Z. J 
ij i i i J J 
G. exp(- Bc..) (E4) 
I f we d e f i n e ( s e e e x p r e s s i o n (11) ) 
and 
a . - l * 
ï * V.W. = 0 . 
1 1 1 
e . - l 
Y . Z . 
J J 
= D. 
(E5) 
(E6) 
we g e t : 
* * _ i * 
T . . = 0 . G. D. G. e x p ( - Bc. . ) 
i j i i J J iJ 
(E7) 
We can easily see that when a and e are zero, we obtain as a particular case 
expression (Dll) (where A. = W. and B. = Z. ). Thus the dynamic Alonso model 
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is also compatible with an optimal control entropy model. 
For the second optimality condition from (D3) , i.e., -^ -r— = - ¥., we can 
ou. i 
easily see that no drastic changes occur. The only difference is that the original 
* 
expression (D17) contains T.. instead of T... Finally, we will find the following 
results analogous to (Dl8) and (Dl9): 
- {I GT D. G. exp(- gc..)Un O.GT D.G. exp(- ge.) - ¥.6.y.}= -Y. CE8) 
J i J J ij 1 ï j j y ij' I I ' I i x / 
and: 
¥. - v.6.¥. - Z(T.. /0.)£n T.. = 0 (E9) 
i i i i i ij i ij 
Compared to (Dl8) and (Dl9) the latter result from the Alonso model is more inte-
resting, as (E8) and (E9) are based on a doubly constrained spatial interaction 
model, whereas (D18) and (D19) are based on an unconstrained model. 
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